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TESTIMONIAL

This training 
module includes

✚ Overviews of concepts

✚ NWEA team member 
testimonials 

✚ An interactive activity

OVERVIEW

ACTIVITY



What is human-
centered design?



Human-centered design (HCD)
is both a philosophy of empathy and 
a powerful problem-solving process 
for creating innovation. 



HCD is set apart by empathy

OVERVIEW

When businesses want to solve problems and stay competitive, 

they must approach this work from the perspective of many 

evidence-based realities, including market, financial, and 

technical realities—something most successful businesses are 

very good at.

However, the distinguishing characteristic of a human-centered 

design-led approach is about emphasizing human empathy in 

that set of evidence. That means deeply understanding the 

needs, wants, and context of the people who will be using a 

product or service.



We are not our users.



HCD is an inclusive philosophy 

OVERVIEW

Human-centered design draws on the full range of human 

diversity inclusive of racial, physical and cultural perspectives.

Leveraging diverse perspectives from the beginning of the 

process makes sure products and services are designed for 

actual users.



Who practices HCD?

✚ User-Experience Designer
✚ Product Designer
✚ Service Designer
✚ User Experience Researcher
✚ User Experience Architect
✚ Information Architect

Everyone can practice HCD as a mindset and process! There 
are, however, professional roles focused on the skills, 
frameworks, and tools which empower HCD.

OVERVIEW



People may also say...

✚ User-Centered Design (UCD)

It's important to note that this term mean essentially the same 

thing as HCD. You might often hear them used interchangeably.

OVERVIEW



People may also say...

✚ Design Thinking

While human-centered design refers to the philosophy of 

designing with empathy for the people who use our solutions, 

Design Thinking refers to a specific process that allows us to 

design through a human-centered lens. However, this is not the 

only process that provides an HCD perspective.

OVERVIEW



Other HCD processes

✚ Double Diamond model
✚ Service design process
✚ Design sprints
✚ Design strategy
✚ Our own Product Value Workflow!

Design Thinking is a common and easy to implement 
process for designing with a human-centered lens. 
However, there are other processes that can differ slightly.

OVERVIEW



Yes! NWEA’s design of our 

own Product Value Workflow 
is heavily influenced by the 

philosophy of human-centered 

design, the process of Design 

Thinking, and the Double 

Diamond model.

OVERVIEW

Other HCD processes



The 5 stages of design thinking



The 5 stages of 
Design Thinking

Watch this short video 
for an overview of the 
design thinking process.

OVERVIEW



The 5 stages of Design Thinking
There are 5 stages that every Design Thinking process follows to allow us 

to see projects and problems through a human-centered lens.

Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test

OVERVIEW



The 5 stages of Design Thinking
While different kinds of frameworks and tools may be applied at each stage, 

the 5 stages always remain.

Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test

Contextual Research

Focus Groups
Analytics

Insights Sorting

Journey Mapping
Opportunity Areas

Brainstorming

Mind mapping
Roleplaying

Paper Prototypes

Storyboards
Interactive prototypes

User Testing

A/B Testing
Service Experiments

OVERVIEW



The 5 stages of Design Thinking
The order of these 5 stages is generally procedural. However, in practice these 

stages are iterative. Often what is learned from one stage may spark inspiration 

for a team to jump back and forth to others.

Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test

OVERVIEW



What NWEA 
team members 
are saying

Learn how human-
centered design has 
affected the way your 
colleagues work…

TESTIMONIAL



Let’s dig deeper into the 5 stages of 
Design Thinking and follow along 
with an activity.



Activity: Prep

✚ Grab some paper and a pencil and get ready to practice 
the HCD process on a small example project.

ACTIVITY



Activity: Coworker team-building project

✚ You and 3 coworkers have been put together on a project; 
however, you have never worked together before.

✚ You've decided you want to find a way for everyone to get to 
know each other better outside of work (pre-COVID-19 
assumption).

✚ You are the leader of your team. You have a general idea of the 
problem and want to find a creative solution that works well for 
your coworkers.

ACTIVITY

Project brief:



Empathize Prototype TestDefine Ideate



Empathize stage

Purpose:
Gain an empathetic 
understanding for 
the people and problems 
you’re trying to solve for. 

OVERVIEW

In practice:

We conduct research into the lives of those we are 
designing for. We primarily do this by speaking 
directly with a diverse set of users inclusive of racial, 
physical and cultural perspectives.

Why do it:
We are not our users. We must challenge our natural 
assumptions and be inclusive of the viewpoints of 
those we might not immediately consider. By doing 
so we build out an inspiring story that can carry over 
into the minds of our stakeholders.



Empathize stage

✚ User interviews

✚ Ethnographic 
research

✚ Surveys

✚ Focus groups 

✚ Day-in-the-life 
observations

✚ Previous solutions are 
often studied as a part 
of the empathize 
stage, continuing a 
cycle of innovation 
from previous design-
thinking work

✚ Empathizing with and 
understanding users 
from their own 
perspectives directly 
sets the foundation for 
the next stage of 
defining problems

Activit ies Input Output

OVERVIEW



What NWEA 
team members 
are saying

Learn how the 
Empathize stage is 
important to your 
colleague’s work…

TESTIMONIAL



Coworker team-building project: Empathize

Action:

✚ On the next slide, you will find example research insights
gathered about 2 of your coworkers.

✚ Now interview a 3rd coworker, you can send a message on 
Ring Central to someone and ask them:

⎼ “What are some things I would need to know about you, If I 
were planning an event you might attend?”

✚ Use your paper and pen and write down important insights, 
this will be important for the next step

ACTIVITY



Sandra 
Christensen
✚ Avid film buff

✚ Doesn’t drink

✚ Plays tennis

✚ Has a newborn baby

✚ Can’t stand the smell of fish

Coworker team-building project: Empathize

ACTIVITY

Lorenzo
Gutierrez
✚ Likes trying new things

✚ Drinks martinis

✚ Gregarious and talkative

✚ Loves making things

✚ Is an adventurous eater

YOUR 
COWORKER
✚ Question to ask of your co-

worker: “What are some things I 
would need to know about you, 
If I were planning an event you 
might attend?”

✚ Write down your insights on 
your paper

Example research insights Your research insights



Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test



Define stage

Purpose:
State the users' needs 
and problems we want to 
focus on.

OVERVIEW

In practice:

We analyze the insights gathered during the 
Empathize stage. Process them to define the 
problems we want to focus on.

Why do it:

We want to focus on one—or just a few—
problems which are evidence-based and 
actionable. 



Define stage

✚ Insights sorting

✚ Reframing

✚ Journey mapping

✚ Opportunity area 
statements

✚ "How Might We" 
statements

✚ The previous research 
from the Empathize 
stages gives us a 
better understanding 
for defining problems. 

✚ By articulating a well-
defined problem, we 
now have a foundation 
for thinking of 
innovative solutions 
during the Ideate 
stage

Activit ies Input Output

OVERVIEW



What NWEA 
team members 
are saying

Learn how the Define 
stage is important to 
your colleague’s work…

TESTIMONIAL



Coworker team-building project: Define

Action:
✚ On the next slide are two examples of a problem 

statement.

✚ Review the insights you gathered from your short 
interview during the Empathize stage. Then write a 
problem statement of your own.

ACTIVITY

In the previous Empathize stage, you wrote down insights from 

your short interview. You will now define a problem based on 

those insights. 



Coworker team-building project: Define

ACTIVITY

We all like to 
eat! But, we 

don't all eat the 
same foods.

Drinking alcohol 
can't be a 

requirement.

... Define your 
own problem 

statement

Example problem statements Your problem statement



Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test



Ideate stage

Purpose:
Generate a series of 
solutions to the problem 
and then align on which 
solutions to move forward.

OVERVIEW

In practice:

With a collaborative group of stakeholders 
across disciplines, we use workshop activities 
like brainstorming, role-play, and paper 
prototypes to uncover innovative solutions.

Why do it:

Very often our first ideas are not our best! We 
want to go broad and think of all the 
possibilities before settling on a solution.



Ideate stage

✚ Collaborative 
brainstorming

✚ Mind mapping

✚ Role-playing

✚ Paper prototyping

✚ The problems that 
were stated in the 
Define stage set the 
foundation for ideating 
on solutions. 

✚ The solution, or 
multiple solutions 
generated at this 
stage, can now be 
prototyped in the 
next stage.

Activit ies Input Output

OVERVIEW



What NWEA 
team members 
are saying

Learn how the Ideate 
stage is important to 
your colleague’s work…

TESTIMONIAL



Coworker team-building project: Ideate

Action:

✚ The next slide gives an example of a mind map focused on one of the 
problems. Mind maps are a useful tool when brainstorming alone.

✚ Write the problem you defined in the Define stage in the center of your 
paper and circle it. Ask yourself, "What ideas would solve for this?” 
Write your thoughts down, branching as you go. Use each connection 
to spur new ideas. 

✚ Choose one of your ideas to move forward with for the Prototype stage.

ACTIVITY

In the previous Define stage, you wrote a problem statement. You will 

now ideate many possible solutions that could solve for that problem.



Coworker team-building project: Ideate

ACTIVITY

Example mind map



Coworker team-building project: Ideate

“Your 
Problem 

Statement”

Solution

Solution

Solution

Solution

Solution

Inspires
new solution

Inspires
new solution

Inspires
new solution

Inspires
new solution

Inspires
new solution

Inspires
new solution

Create your mind map, then choose a solution to prototype

ACTIVITY



Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test



Prototype stage

Purpose:
Make solutions just real 
enough that users and 
stakeholders can 
understand the experience.

OVERVIEW

In practice: 
We use prototyping software, paper, 
storyboards, or any example images to 
produce inexpensive, scaled-down versions of 
the solution (or specific features) for testing in 
the next stage.

Why do it:
We want to communicate the value of our 
solutions effectively without spending a lot of 
time or money.



Prototype stage

✚ Paper prototypes

✚ Storyboards

✚ Interactive prototypes

✚ Service experience  
prototypes

✚ The solutions we 
generated in the 
Ideate stage are now 
improved in fidelity to 
produce a prototype.

✚ The prototypes we 
create are put to the  
test in the Test stage.

Activit ies Input Output

OVERVIEW



What NWEA 
team members 
are saying

Learn how the 
Prototype stage is 
important to your 
colleague’s work…

TESTIMONIAL



Coworker team-building project: Prototype

Action:

✚ The next slide gives an example of a simple prototype for a dinner party solution. It 
includes a menu to talk about the foods that will be served, a layout of how 
everyone would be arranged at the table, and a potential board game to be played 
after dinner. This is just enough information to get feedback on the dinner party.

✚ On your paper, create a low fidelity prototype of your idea. For the purposes of this 
activity, you might want to create a simple 3-frame storyboard of the experience 
you intend to have with your coworkers. Draw what is happening at the beginning, 
middle, and end of your experience and provide captions.

ACTIVITY

In the previous Ideate stage, you identified a solution you want to prototype. 

You will now create a quick prototype to make the solution more real.



Coworker team-building project: Prototype

ACTIVITY

Example Prototype artifacts



Coworker team-building project: Prototype

ACTIVITY

ROUGH 
DRAWING

CAPTION

ROUGH 
DRAWING

CAPTION

ROUGH 
DRAWING

CAPTION

1: BEGINNING 2: MIDDLE 3: END

Create a short storyboard



Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test



Test stage

Purpose:
See how well our 
solutions are working to 
solve problems.

OVERVIEW

In practice: 

We put our prototypes in front of a diverse set of 
users inclusive of racial, physical and cultural 
perspectives. We observe their use of the prototypes 
and ask them to provide feedback. 

Why do it:
So we can fail inexpensively, learn how to pivot, and 
improve upon our work before investing in full-
functioning solutions. Teams often use the results of 
testing to return to previous stages to further ideate 
solutions to the problem. 



Test stage

✚ User testing

✚ A/B testing

✚ Service experiments

✚ The prototypes we 
created in the 
Prototype stage are 
the artifacts we use to 
complete our testing.

✚ Testing our solutions 
gives us the 
information we need 
to decide if we should 
proceed or return a 
previous stage like 
Define or Ideate.

Activit ies Input Output

OVERVIEW



What NWEA team 
members are 
saying

Learn how the Test 
stage is important to 
your colleague’s work…

TESTIMONIAL



Coworker team-building project: Test

Action:

✚ Now that you have a simple prototype of the experience for your coworkers, it's time 
to ask your coworker if it's working. Message the coworker you interviewed. Show 
them the prototype and ask:

⎼ "What is working in this idea to solve ______________________?"

⎼ "What is not working in this idea to solve ___________________?"

ACTIVITY

In the previous Prototype stage, you created a prototype of your solution. 

You will now test that solution to find out how well it’s working.

(the problem you defined)

(the problem you defined)





Human-centered design is never done
Whether you are using Design Thinking or another human-centered process, the point is to stay 

iterative. HCD means evolving solutions until they fulfill needs and delight the people who will 

use them. If we embrace HCD every time we work on a problem, we learn new information about 

our users, which incentivizes innovation and keeps our products competitive.

OVERVIEW

Empathize Define Ideate Prototype Test



Coworker team-building project: Wrap up

ACTIVITY

Action:

✚ Now that you have completed all 5 steps, reflect for a moment.

✚ From what you learned, would you want to go back and build more 
empathy by asking your coworkers different questions? Would you 
return to ideate on new solutions, or have you found what you need to 
redefine the problem?

At each stage of this process, you have learned something new. Take a moment 

to reflect on how you might have returned to previous steps if this project had 

been more than just a short activity.



Thanks for taking the 
time to complete this 
training!



Additional resources

✚ Case Studies

⎼ Using HCD to create better products

⎼ IDEO Shopping Cart (Old ABC Nightline video)

✚ Continued Learning

⎼ Design Kit to learn HCD

⎼ Understanding the Design Thinking Process (LinkedIn)

⎼ How to build your creative confidence (YouTube)

⎼ What is HCD? (medium article)

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/human-centered-design
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M66ZU2PCIcM
https://www.designkit.org/human-centered-design
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/design-thinking-understanding-the-process/welcome?u=2096620
https://youtu.be/16p9YRF0l-g
https://medium.com/dc-design/what-is-human-centered-design-6711c09e2779


Additional resources

✚ Books

⎼ The Design Thinking Toolbox

⎼ Game Storming 

⎼ Wired To Care

⎼ Inclusive Design for a Digital World

⎼ Sprint

⎼ Value Proposition Design

⎼ Visual Meetings

⎼ The Design of Everyday Things

https://www.amazon.com/Design-Thinking-Toolbook-Michael-Lewrick/dp/1119629195/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?dchild=1&keywords=the+design+thinking+toolbox&qid=1600711068&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUExWTBZS0dBSk05MzdNJmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNjc0NDA2MVdHVEJVT1RCTlRKUSZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwOTU3MTM5Mk9POFgwUERDOEcxUiZ3aWRnZXROYW1lPXNwX2F0ZiZhY3Rpb249Y2xpY2tSZWRpcmVjdCZkb05vdExvZ0NsaWNrPXRydWU=
https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/gamestorming-a-playbook-for-innovators-rulebreakers-and-changemakers_dave--gray_sunni-brown/551309/item/7867236/?mkwid=%7cdc&pcrid=448939279362&pkw=&pmt=&slid=&plc=&pgrid=104167485813&ptaid=pla-894501118442&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIw7zFjfD66wIVaR-tBh3GRA9wEAQYASABEgJcxPD_BwE
https://www.amazon.com/Wired-Care-Companies-Prosper-Widespread/dp/013714234X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1272602709&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Inclusive-Design-Digital-World-Accessibility/dp/148425015X/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=Inclusive+Design+for+a+Digital+World&qid=1600713176&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Sprint-Solve-Problems-Test-Ideas/dp/150112174X/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=sprint+book&qid=1600713228&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Value-Proposition-Design-Customers-Strategyzer/dp/1118968050/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=value+prop+design&qid=1600713268&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Visual-Meetings-Graphics-Transform-Productivity/dp/0470601787
https://www.amazon.com/Design-Everyday-Things-Revised-Expanded/dp/0465050654/ref=sr_1_1?crid=FW9Z3BLIYAUN&dchild=1&keywords=the+design+of+everyday+things&qid=1600711134&sprefix=the+design+of+ever%2Caps%2C297&sr=8-1



